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1. PRESIDENTI..L ADDRESS

DISCOURS DU PRÉSIDENT

The President: The meeting is called to order.

Fellow delegates, Mr Director -General, ladies and gentlemen, it is with

a sense of profound gratitude that I accept the honour that you have been

pleased to confer on no by electing me to the presidential chair at this the

fourteenth session of the World Health iissembly. I realize that this gracious

act of yours is not a personal tribute to me but is a recognition of the part

that my country-has played in the work of the World Health Organization since

its incept en and the deep interest that it has always evinced in the manifold

activities of this organization. I recall with satisfaction that India was

represented atthe Preparatory Conference of the United Nations Organization

that was held in San Francisco and that it was one our cou_ntrynen who, as

Chairman of the Economic and Social Council, helped in the starting of this

organization as one of the specialized agencies of the United Nations. Let me

also pay may tribute to those two representatives who were primarily responsible

for submitting the proposals at the Economic and Social Council. I refer to my

late esteemed friend Dr de Paula Souza of Brazil and to the delegate of China.

Looking back to those early years when the first World Health Assembly

met under the distinguished presidentship of the late Dr Andrija Stampar in

1918 I cannot but feel that, among the many international organizations set up

by the United Nations, the World Health Organization has come to occupy a

foremost place in its efforts to improve the conditions of the millions of

people in all parts of the globe. Many are the illustrious men who have enabled
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this organization to spread its message of hope and cheer to the remotest

corners of the world, to carry to the people in distant lands the initiative

to put an end to all those conditions which militated against the health and

happiness of the people at large. Among the many distinguished Presidents

of this Assembly who have contributed so largely to its deliberations and

who have so wisely directed the energies of this organization may be

mentioned Dr Stampar, Dr Karl Evang of Norway, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur of India,

Drs Scheele and Burney of the United States of America, .Dr Salcedo of the

Philippines, Sir John Charles of Great Britain, Professor Parisot of France,

Dr Al-Wahbi of Iraq and Dr Turbott of New Zealand: This organization has been

extremely fortunate in that it has had as heads of the Secretariat two great

personalities whose dynamic energy and single -minded. devotion to the cause of

world health have been notable features of the activities of this organization.

I refer to Dr Brock Chisholm and to. Dr Candau, the present Director -General,

who have been guiding the destinies of this international organization with

conspicuous ability and success since 1953. Nor should I fail to pay a

tribute justly due to the Chairmen and members of the Executive Board, who

have borne with commendable care and devotion the. onerous duties of their

offices.

The work of many of these great statesmen of repute, the work of the

Secretariat, of'the Assistant Directors -General and of the Regional Directors,

on whom falls the burden of carrying out many pf the decisions of the World

,Health -Assembly and "implementing the measures suggested by the Executive Board,

has been a shining example of dedicated service to -the cause of this
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organization and to humanity at large. We are equally grateful for the work

that has been turned out by the many experts in the expert committees' that

have been appointed from time to time. May I recall with some gratification

that it was at the First World Health Assembly that the Índian delegation

moved a resolution for the constitution of the regional offices with a view

to better ascertain, assess and help in the promotion of health in the

different regions. The acceptance of this suggestion by the World.Health

Assembly led to the formation. of the first regional organization in South -East

Asia with its headquarters in New Delhi, followed by similar offices in

Alexandria for the Middle East, in Washington for the Americas, in Manila,

Philippines, fir the Western Pacific Region, in Copenhagen for the

European Region and in Brazzaville for Africa. Looking back to the discussions

that took place then and to the hesitancy with which some delegates approached

this problem with doubt whether it may not load to fissiparous tendencies in the

Organization, I feel that we may well congratulate ourselves at the wisdom
f3

displayed by the First WorldHealth Assembly, which has contributed not a

little to bringing the work of the Organization through the regional offices

more directly into contact with the countries concerned - nay with the problems

of world health with such significant success. One of the great and

spectacular change s that were made in the approach to problems of health was

in the decision arrived at that henceforth the World Health Organization

should have as its policy and motto not the control of certain diseases but

the eradication of those diseases, particularly diseases whose causative

organisms are well known and in regard to which effective steps could be taken.
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It is owing to the genius of the present Director -General and his staff

that the problem.of malaria control waschanged to one of malaria

eradication.. The Eighth World Health. Assembly held in.Maxico in 1955

decided that the World. Health Organization should :take the initiative to

provide technical advice and encourage research an.d.co..ordina tion of

rE.s:ources in the implementation of. a programme having as its ultimate

objective the world -wide eradication of malaria.. I need not go into the

many steps that have been taken in. the promotion of this objective, butthe

significant decline in the incidence of malaria in many countries of the

world shows not only how effectively this campaign has been carried on but it

gives hope and cheer to the nations of the world that with regard to other

diseases, also of a communicable nature, the word "eradication" may well be

writ large as a. significant, sign for the manner of tackling -these diseases. I

refer in particular to diseases likesmallpox, cholera, several of the water-

borne diseases and.to many other.diseases which are carried by insects. It is

no doubt true that other problems are facing us, as indeed many such problems

face those who are working for the welfare of huma: pity in different fields,

economic, social, intellectual or moral. But whatever the difficulties, I feel

sure that, once the objective is clearly defined, that it,is notomere control

of diseases that we aim at but the eradication of-these diseases, the progress

is bound to be more speedy and the methods by which such eradication can be-

achieved in the shortest time will also be more carefully planned.' May I not

venture to express the hope, fellow delegates; that the lead given by the World Health



Organization for eradication rather than control will be fgllowed in other

fields of human activity 'where mankind is faced with similar dangers and that

ere long we shall talk notof control ofthis Or that:particular danger, but

of eradicating the danger altogether so that men's minds may be freed and

humanity in general in all parts of the globe may live in a state of physical

and mental health and happiness.

Let me refer to another notable activity 9f the World Health organization.

The readiness with which on all occasions this international organization has

gone to the help of those suffering from serious calamities, whether created by

nature or occasioned by human agencies, is worth recording. When difficulties

arose for the civil population in many of the battle -torn areas, in the bast,

the World Health Organization was the first in the field to go to the help

of such a nation; when earthquakes, floods and .famine broke. out and nature

was asserting its power too ungenerously, it was again. the World Health.

Organization that stepped into the breach. Perhaps .I may with pardonable

pride refer to the work that has, been undertaken, in a part of Africa where,

owing to a variety of circumstances, there was a great and urgent need for

medical help. A leading medical journal of.the world,, referring to the..part,,

played by the World Health Organization, has stated:

"Within a week twenty -eight members of the staff of the World
Health Organization were in the country and twenty -five national Red
Cross organizations had provided twenty -eight medical teams to work
there. As a result of this immediate aid, a number of hospitals were
soon able to start functioning again, in the interior as well as in the
big cities.
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"The Director- General was able to report to his Executive Board
that a group of 130 doctors and technicians were being engaged by the
World Health Organization to work for the Congolese Government and
that these temporary engagements would soon be increased to 400 or 500.
In an attempt to meet long -term needs WHO had asked the university
at. Leopoldville to enlarge its medical school. If this could be done
the World Health Organization would provide professors for the school.
WHO also offered fellowships for training in other countries.

"These notable efforts by the World Health Organization will go
only a small way to meet an enormous need but they are at least an
encouraging start and deserve success."

I am glad that the Executive Board of the World Health Organza- ti.on,wh.ie,h

met recently in Ielhi has commended the action of the Director- General in thus

taking the initiative under circumstances--where grave dangers imperilling the

health of large masses of population were present.

This in my humble opinion, is the right attitude to adopt for- an. organization_

whose chief aim is not merely absence of disease but "the enjoyment of the highest

attainable standard of health" which is one of the fundamental rights of every human,

being without distinction of race, religion, political belief or economic conditions

and the health of all people is fundamental to the attainment of peace and security

and is dependent upon the fullest co- cperation of individuals- and States. C-i

the occasion of the tenth anniversary of this organization in that beautiful city

of Minneapolis, I ventured to state that the chief merit of the work of the World

Health Jrganization was that it had- carried its message to the remotest corners
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of the world, that people not merely in the urban areas but in the remote rural parts

were aware of these activities and had greatly benefited by such activities - the

peasants in Indonesia who were freed from the dread disease of yaws, the villagers

of Afghanistan who were fortunately saved from a virulent type of epidemic typhus,

the farmers in many lands like Thailand, the hilly tracts in India and other places,

who were rescued from the scourge of malaria and were thus enabled to carry on their

avocations, converting barren fields into smiling green pastures where the essential

cereals were grown. These are the persons who can testify and who do testify to the

good work of the World Health Organization as a great protector for the health and

happiness of the piling millions. It is this intimate touch with the masses of the

people that has made the World Health Organization better known for its beneficent

activities than any other single organization of the United Nations and, if I may

venture to add, better appreciated all over the world.

Great as has been the work of the World Health Organization during the last

thirteen years, considerable as have been its achievements, significant as has been

its effect on the reduction of morbidity and mortality in most lands, no one can deny

that the World Health Organization has yet a greater part to play. It cannot afford

to rest on its laurels. There are still many diseases which require its constant

attention and intensified activity. Prominent among the four priorities established

by the First World Health Assembly is tuberculosis and, although much has been done,

much yet remains to be done in a constructive way to control this widespread

scourge. It is of significance that, recently, experiments have been carried on

in South India in the city of Madras, which tend to give us a ray of hope that by
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domiciliary treatment it may be possible to control the disease and to prevent its

spread. I am glad indeed that the technical discussions this year will be on the

subject of tuberculosis.

Yet another disease which, in this region and in neighbouring regions, has

caused a great deal of concern because of its method of insidious onset and the

large numbers that are affected by it, is leprosy. One need hardly say that from

early times it has unfortunately been the practice to think of those suffering from

this fell disease as persons who should be beyond the pale of'society. Fortunately

for them and fortunately for the conscience of humanity, the remedies that have

been discovered have made it possible for such persons to be comparatively free of

some of the obvious manifestations of this disease and, by suitable treatment or

rehabilitation, to make them once more useful members of society. The work

involved however is tremendous and it would be well for the World Health Organization

to concentrate upon the er 1i cation of leprosy also and to seek the co- operation of

all governments and of the general public for the radical removal of this ancient

scourge, which has from biblical times been dreaded by humanity.

Yet, as disease after disease is being controlled, the problems of world health

are becoming increasingly complex. New diseases have unfortunately come to light

and some diseases have become much more common now than before. The stress and

strain of modern civilization, the constant dreads which society has to bear

from the action and reaction of world politics and the conditions prevalent in

highly industrialized society have unfortunately increased the cases of mental

illness, fatigue and irritability and, what is more disquieting, is that this
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factor is as important in the young as in the old. As new discoveries are made

and new remedies are placed in the hands of the medical profession, One has to

realize that the goal of public health work in respect of most diseases which affect

the masses of the people will be more of prevention than cure and that "control and

eradication are measures which must be thought of only when the diseases actually

set in. And therefore it is that the World Health Organization has always

insisted upon those factors which are conducive to the prevention Of diseased

conditions.

One aspect of the work of the World Health Organization requires particular

mention. It has become the policy of this organization to have at.eaçh one of its

sessions some time devoted to the discussion of certain technical subjects. Having

attended all the technical discussions ever since they were started, let, me state

that they have been greatly beneficial and that these reports have contributed

not a little to spread the message of. the World Health Organization far and wide

and should receive great attention in all, countries.

Fellow delegates, it is not my purpose to deal elaborately.with all..that the

World Health Organization has been able to perform during these years. The work

before the Organization is such that it can never be stated that it has finished

its labours. The effots made can yield results only to the extent to which

co- operation is extended by 'All countries, by all governments, by all the people

of the world. No organization is so singularly devoted to the. welfare of

humanity as the World Health Organization'. It has .no other ideology, no other aims
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and no other objectives. And, só long as it is inspired by these high and noble

ideals, I feel sure that it will command the sympathy and support of all countries

in the world - a fact that is amply borne out by the very large number of countries

that have become Members of this organization. Let us continue this great task

with humility but with the firm determination to render unto the people what is

their due, to make life healthy and happy with a purpose, to be of greater and

greater service to humanity at large.

2. ADDRESS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED NATIONS AND OF UNICEF
ALLOCUTION DU REPRESENTANT DE L'ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES ET DU:. FISE

The PRESIDENT: I now have much pleasure in calling upon Mr Keeny, Director

of the Asia Regional Office of UNICEF, to make a statement.

Mr KEENY (United Nations Children?s Fund): Ins President, Mr Director -General,

members of the Assembly, on the occasion of the convening of the Fourteenth World

Health Assembly the Secretary -General has asked me to convey to you, Mr President,

and to all the members gathered here, the following message:

"I wish it were possible for me to be with you in person. The work of

the World Health Organization is of special significance to the development

of the United Nations system and of international co- operation in general.

In particular it has helped to lay the foundations for progress in the

direction of a multilateral approach to questions of economic and social

development, through its continuing efforts to meet and overcome problems

in the field of health as instanced by its malaria and smallpox eradication

programmes, and through its encouragement, as defined in its Constitution,,

of !the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health'.
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wWHO can look back on a year of solid achievement, but it has before

it problems of vast significance to the welfare of mankind. Close relations

between WHO and other members of the United Nations family are of vital

importance if the social and health aims outlined in Article 55 of the

United Nations Charter and spelled out in resolutions of the conomic and

Social Council and of the General Assembly are to be achieved. The

attainment of higher health standards on a world -wide scale depends not

only on health measures, but also on measures to raise standards of living

and social conditions in general, in which the United, Nations and other

international agencies have an important role to play. In this carmen

effort each can be successful only with the assistance of the others,

I might illustrate this point by referring to a matter that is to be a

subject for discussion at this Assembly, namelty,s assistance to the Republic

of the Congo. The Civilian Operation of the United Nations family in

the Congo has been a remarkable iistance of co-operation on a large scale

among international agencies involved, As stated by my special representat-

ive in the Congo in his first progress report to the Security Council last

September: For the first time in the history of international organization

the United Nations and the specialized agencies have collaborated in the

Congo as a single team under the mandate of the Security Council, to meet

the economic emergency following the country's independence. They have

put together, in a little over a month, the largest civilian team they have

ever had in one country at one time'.

uIn the effort to meet a çritical situation, new forms of international

assistance are being developed. The operations have been based partly on

the traditional pattern and methods of technical assistance and the

provision, of operational and executive personnel, but new ground has had to

be broken. In addition to technical assistance proper, activities on a

higher level of administrative responsibility under new and special

arrangements have had to be undertaken by international officials in the

Congo.
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"The contribution of WHO to this operation cannot be over- estimated.

Having been requested by the Security Council to render assistance., WHO

has responded, under the terms of its Agreement with the United Nations,

both promptly and in a.spirit of helpful and practical co- operation, It

has provided a senior consultant in health to the Consultative Group of

the operation and has assigned a sizeable number of its staff members, who

aré responsible, with the Ministry of Health of the Republic, for co- ordinating

all health work in the country. Its health teams and those provided by

the Red Cross have carried out their tasks with devotion and a sense of

self -sacrifice, under conditions of great difficulty. The long-term plans

for the development of appropriate medical cadres and the training of medical

personnel, elaborated by WHO, should become the basis for a.n improvement in

the health of the population throughout the country

"There are a number of Other areas of mutual interest which deserve

mention, special importance in is the assistance

rendered by WHO in Africa, e3pecially to newly independent countries, in

respons9 to resolutions of the General Assembly and the Econbmic and Social

Council. The participation of WHO and other Members of the United Nations

family in the Long -term programmes in the field of community development,

urbanization and housing provides significant examples of effective,

concerted action at the international level. Mention should also be made

of the fruitful contribution of WHO to projects of the Special Fund and

the aid recently provided by WHO:when disaster struck on a large scale in

Chile and Morocco. Lately, let me add. that the co- operation of. WHO in. the

work of the Asian population conference, scheduled for late 1962 or early

1963, under the auspices of the Economic Commission for Asia and the

Far East, will be warmly welcomed,
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rrIn concluding these remarks on some of our common endeavours, I have

great pleasure in conveying to you my warm greetings and sincere good

wishes for the success of your deliberations".

I also wish to bring greetings from UNICEF to the Fourteenth World Health

Assembly from Mr Maurice Pate, the Executive Director. UNICEF and WHO have

worked for more than a decade, not only in harmony but with steadily increasing

effectiveness.

After the emergency post -war years the bulk of UNICEFIs money has been

spent on projects jointly assisted by WHO. There have been hundreds of these

projects. A few have failed; some of those still continuing seriously need

improvement; but the achievement is one of which we can all be modestly proud -

most of all the governments, who carry the heaviest burden.

AU of us are painfully aware that the work of international co- operation

for better health has only begun. Joint efforts, including bilateral aid, have

brought advances against malaria beyond our dreams of ten years ago, but there

will be another ten years of hard work and heavy eenditure before we can hope

to say that world eradication is in sight. Other diseases, such as tuberculosis

and trachoma, seem manageable if we can help the countries build up the necessary

organization to fight them. And most of all, the many campaigns must be gradually

brought together into sound rural health services that the countries can afford.

How to feed the additional miïltons whose lives have been saved is of course

one of the bigg.;_ .: questions we allhave to face. UNICEF will spend an increasing

proportion of its funds to help improve nutrition, especially in protective foods.

In India three such State programmes are getting under way.
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This is in addition to the UNICEF -assisted milk plants in this country which, within

three years, should be processing a million litres of milk a day.

UNICEF supports wholeheartedly the stated objectives of WHO and will continue

to work energetically with supplies and equipment to help realize them. With the

foundations of many programmes soundly made and with ever better scientific tools in

our hand, we should be able to produce, in the sixties, substantially greater

effective results that we have in the fifties.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you Mr Keeny. I now request Dr Bravo, chief delegate of

Chile, to make a statement.

3. STATEMENT BY THE CHIEF DELEGATE OF CHILE
ALLOCUTION DU CHEF DE LA DELEGATION DU CHILI

Le Dr BRAVO (Chili) (traduction de l'espagnol) ; Monsieur le Président,

Monsieur le Directeur général, Monsieur lo Directeur du Bureau sanitaire panaméricain,

Monsieur le représentant du Fonds des Nations Unies pour l'Enfance, Messieurs les

délégués, Mesdames, Messieurs, que nos premières paroles, à la Quatorzième Assemblée

de l'Organisation mondiale de la Santé, S'adressent à tous les représentants des pays

amis ici présents pour les saluer cordialement et fraternellement et les remercier

encore une fois, au nom du gouvernement de notre patrie et du Service national de

la Santé que nous représentons aujourd'hui, de l'aide généreuse qui nous a été

consentie à l'occasion de la catastrophe qui a désolé une grande partie de notre

territoire au mois de mai de l'année dernière.
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En fait, Messieurs, les preuves collectives d'amitié efficace qui nous ont

été prodiguées, aux jours de malheur que nous a fait vivre le caprice de la nature,

ont puissamment contribué à pallier les dmuloureux effets de la calamité, et à ren-

forcer la foi profonde Que nous avons dans l'idéal élevé de solidarité humaine que

manifestent pleinement les actions et le comportement de vos nations. Tout cela,

Mesdames et Messieurs, restera à jamais gravé dans notre mémoire. C'est pourquoi

le Chili.et ses habitants,_ pleins de reconnaissance, n'oublieront jamais ltassis-

tance noble et généreuse qui a atténué l'horreur de la tragédie qu'ils vivaient.

L'après -midi m&ne où le tremblement de torrs venait de se produire, j'ai personnel -.

7Jememt, et non sans émotion, eu une conversation téléphonique avec. le Secrétaire

général du Bureau sanitaire panaméricain afin de lui demander son aide. Je désirais

qu'il me fft.parvenir du sérum antigangréheux qui faisait défaut à ce moment -là dans

le pays.. Le Bureau sanitaire. panaméricain fit rapidement communiquer cette demande

à la télévision des Etats Unis et. obtint une réponse ample et généreuse.

Il est émouvant de se rappeler cómmont, peu de temps après le cataclysme qui

a ravagé une douzaine de nos provinces losplus courageuses et les plus modernes,

de nombreuses nations amies se hâtèrent d'accourir à notre aide : l'Argentine, la

BoliVi.e, le Canada, la Colombie, le .C-osta Rica, Cuba, l'Espagne, les Etats-Unis

d'Amérique,. le Mexique, le Panama, le. Paraguay, le Royaume -Uni de Grande -

Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, l'Uruguay, le Venezuela,- la République fie-raie

d'Allemagne, l'Union soviétique,, la France, la Suède, l'Autriche, la Tchécos-

lovaquie, l'Italie, la Belgique; la Hollande, la Suisse, le Brésil, le Pérou,
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Israël, l'Equateur, le Japon, le Honduras et d'autres pays des Amériques et d'au-

delà des mers sont venus mêler sur le territoire de notre patrie leurs efforts

empreints de noblesse et d'un magnifique esprit d'humanité. Le monde entier, grace

à cette manifestation éloquente, put se rendre compte que les liens fraternels

unissant de nombreux peuples de la terre ne sont pas un mythe, et que dans. le malheur

- au moment où. l'existence de .ces lions est le plus nécessaire - ils confirment avec

éclat la possibilité d'unir les hommes dans l'amour, la compréhension, la tolérance,.

et le respect de la dignité des valeurs personnelles qui exaltent la personnalité

húmaine.

Inspirés et fortifiés par votre exemple et dans l'attente des jours meilleurs

dont la venue est certaine pour tous les peuples frères sur la santé desquels

veillent notre organisation mondiale et ses bureaux régionaux, nous nous présentons

aujourd'hui devant vous le coeur plein de reconnaissance.

Pour notre Service national de la Santé, les séismes, tremblements de terre

et raz- de -marée se sont traduits par tui bouleversement de la tâche entreprise dans

six districts sanitaires où- travaillent plus de 3500 fonctionnaires, et-par la

destruction totale ou partielle de 43 hôpitaux, asilos, hospices, dispensaires -et

postes ruraux. En valeur de remplacement, los dommages, directs et indirects, s'élé

vent à plus de 45 millions do dollars. Du point de vue technique, nous sommes. fiers

de pouvoir indiquer qu'en dépit des conditions précaires dans lesquelles notre pays

a vécu pendant de longs mois, on n'a enregistré aucune épidémie. Ce résultat est

dú, en partie tout au moins, aux efforts déployés par notre Service national de -la

Santé qui, en l'espace de quelques semaines, a effectué plus de 500 000 vaccina-

tions et a procédé à plus de 300 000 désinfections de personnes et de locaux.
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L'aide importante et les généreux encouragements qui nous ont été prodigués nous

ont permis de dresser rapidement un plan qui facilité énormément le rétablissement

rapide d'une situation normale dans le pays. Entre autres mesures, nous avons déjà mis

sur pied, pour la zone frappée par la catastrophe, un plan de construction de nouveaux

hôpitaux et de modernisation et de remise en état des hôpitaux existants. Les travaux

de construction ont déjà commencé dans de nombreuses villes et nous avons la certitude

que, dans cinq ans au plus, nous pourrons disposer des installations hospitalières

nécessaires dans toute la zone sinistrée.

Avant de terminer, je tiens à réitérer l'expression de notre reconnaissance la

plus sincère au Bureau sanitaire panaméricain et au FISE. Dans nos moments d'épreuve,

ces deux organismes se sont trouvés plus que jamais à nos côtés pour nous prêter effi-

cacement leur concours et pour nous encourager à poursuivre notre tache de sauvegarde,

de rétablissement et de développement de la santé publique. Nos remerciements s'adres-

sent également à tous les pays ici représentés qui, sous une forme ou une autre, ont

manifesté leur solidarité envers le Chili en l'aidant à parer à la situation critique

créée par la catastrophe qui a dévasté une partie du pays.

L'attitude admirable des hautes personnalités et des Membres de l'Organisation

mondiale de la Santé, comme celle de nos pays frères dont le nom demeure à jamais gravé

dans la mémoire du peuple chilien, prouve de façon éloquente l'esprit qui anime la ma-

jeure partie des peuples de la terre. Cet exemple montre à tous les hommes de bonne

volonté qu'il est possible de croire à l'existence d'un monde futur dans lequel
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l'humanité entière pourra jouir des fruits de la fraternité, de la paix et de la

concorde, monde pour l'avènement duquel ne cesseront de lutter tous les hommes cultivés

et civilisés. Nous -mêmes, nos fils et nos amis, soucieux de la grandeur de notre pa

trie, avancerons à vos cotés dans la noble voie où nous dirige le message sacré d'huma-

nité qui inspire tous nos travaux.

The PRESIDENT: Thank you Dr Bravo.

4. ADDRESS BY THE OBSERVER FOR THE HOLY SFFE
ALLOCUTION DE L'OBSERVATEUR DU SAINT -SIED

The PRESIDENT: I have now much pleasure in requesting the Reverend

Father de Riedmatten, representing the Holy See, to make a short statement.

Le R. P. de RIEDMATTEN (Saint- Siège) : Monsieur le Président, vous me permettrez

avant tout de vous féliciter pour votre élection. En vous choisissant, la Quatorzième

Assemblée mondiale de la Santé n'a pas seulement honoré le pays qui nous reeoit, mais

s'est conformée à ses traditions qui sont de se laisser guider et de savoir distinguer

les sages parmi eux.

Ma délégation, Monsieur le Président, a demandé la parole, à ce stade prélimi-

naire des débats, pour faire une déclaration dont elle espère qu'elle servira d'heu-

reux présage aux différents débats que vous aurez, en particulier sur le point de la

lutte pour l'éradication du paludisme.
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En annonçant l'an dernier la contribution du Saint -Siège au compte spécial pour

l'éradication du paludisme, j'étais autorisé à dire que par cette contribution le

Saint -Siège entendait indiquer à la générosité des fidèles un but éminemment louable

pour leurs dons. Je suis heureux de pouvoir annoncer devant cette Assemblée aujourd'hui

que cet appel a déjà trouvé un bel écho et qu'en date du 15 décembre dernier la

Commission épiscopale du fonds Misereor (Campagne des évêques allemands contre la

faim et la maladie dans le monde) a décidé que, pour se conformer â l'esprit de l'appel

contenu dans la contribution du Saint -Siège au compte pour l'éradication du paludisme,

le fonds Misereor attribuait immédiatement un don unique de 42C 000 marks, soit

.100 OCO dollars, à l'OMS pour sa campagne contre le paludisme. Communication officielle

de.cette décision sera faite au Directeur général de l'OMS, sitót son retour à Genève.

Nous comptons fermement, Monsieur le Président, que le magnifique geste des fidèles

allemands, auxquels vous nous permettrez de rendre hommage, sera imité dans de nom-

breuses autres régions et indiquera non seulement à la générosité chrétienne mais à de

nombreuses initiatives privées la voie pour de futures et toujours plus vastes contri-

butions à cette campagne si nécessaire.

C'est dans cet esprit, et heureux des effets de son appel de l'an dernier que le

Saint -Siège m'a autorisé à annoncer que, de son caté, il renouvellerait en 1961, dans

le même esprit et les mêmes intentions que par le passé, la contribution qu'il a faite

au compte en 1959 et en 1960.
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The PRESIDENT: I am sure I am voicing the feelings of all the delegates

present when I express our most sincere thanks for this very generous gesture

of goodwill towards the World Health Organization and to the people that need

it so mach, I would request the` representative to convey this thanks to the

Holy See.

ADOPTION OF THE ' AGE DA A_ID ALLOCATION OF ITEMS '20 MAIN COAMITTEES
ADOPTION DE MORDRE DU JOUR ET REPARTITION DES POINTS ENTRE LES
COMMISSIONS PRINCIPA-T,Eg

The PRESIDENT: We now come to the next item, that is, the adoption of the

agenda. The provisional agenda for this session is contained in document A711/1,

which was sent to all delegates sixty days before the opening of the session.

In addition, delegates have before them document A14/1 Add,l, which contains the

five supplementary items proposed, namely: Provision of emergency supplies to

Member States; Travel expenses and allowances for members of the Executive Board;

Sports medicine and physical training; Rights and obligations of Associate

Members having attained independence; and Use of the Russian language as a working

language in the Regional Organization for Europe,

May I know whether the Assembly is prepared to adopt the agenda, with the

inclusion of the five supplementary items that I have just now read? No

objections? I take it that the agenda, with the supplementary items included,

is adopted,
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Coming tc the allocation of items to the main committees, the General

Committee recommends that the items appearing under the two main committees be

allocated as indicated in the provisional agenda, except for the following items:

2,.4 - Report on the development of the Malaria Eradication Programme - to be

read as 3.16.1 - Malaria Eradication Special Acèount; 3.16.2 - Measures to

ensure the financing of the programme - which could be taken up at a joint

meeting of the Committee: on Programme and Budget and the Committee on Administra-

tion, Finance end Legal Matters, as well as item 3.9 - Increase in the membership

of the Executive Board: Report on the entry -into -force of the amendments to

the Constitution, which could be taken ùp in plenary session immediately before

the announcement inviting suggestions concerning the election of Members

entitled. to designate a person to serve on the Executive Board.

May I know if Members have any observations? If there are none, may I

take it that the Î.ssembly is in favour of accepting the suggestions made by

the General Gonnittee? The suggestions are accepted.

The General Committee also recommends that item 1.11 - Admission of new

Members and Associate Members - be referred to the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters. Any observations? In the absence of any observa-

tions, I take it that the.As.sembly accepts the proposal of the General Committee.

As regards the - supplementary items, 'the General Committee recommends that

these should b:: allocated to the Committee on Administration, Finance and

Legal Matters, with the exception of the item on sports medicine and physical

training, which will be allocated to the Committee on Programme and Budget.

Is the Assembly prepared to ¡ive its assent to this suggestion?

accepts the suggestion of the Committee.

The Assembly
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6, PROGR ME OF WORK
PRO GR 11E DE TRAVAIL

The PRESIDENT: It is proposed by the General Committee that the hours of

work should be aJ follows: plenary meetings of the main committees, 9.30. a.m.

to 12 noon, 2,30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.; General Committee, every day at 12 noon

unless otherwise decided. In case the General Committeets work is comparatively

light, the suggestion has been put forward that the General Committee may meet on

those days at 12.30 and the main committees may continue until 12.30.

Is this suggestion accepted by the House? There being no observations I take

it that the House accepts the suggestion.

Award of the Darling Foundation medals and prizes: the Assembly is informed

that the General Committee confirmed the tentative arrangements proposed by the

Director- General for the presentation of these medals and prizes on Thursday

afternoon, 9 February, at 4 p.m. The medals and prized will be received by

Sir Gordon Covell in person and by the Chief Delegate of Venezuela on behalf of

Dr Gab aldun.

As far as technical discussions are concerned, the General Committee

recommends that the technical discussions be held.on Friday. 10 and Saturday 11

February, as proposed in the preliminary number of the Journal. Detailed arrange-

ments are contained in document A11j. /Tech,Dis. /2. Have I the consent of the Assembly

for this item to be discussed on Friday and Saturday? The discussion will take

place on Friday and Saturday.

I have to announce that persons wishing to take part in the discussions are

reminded that they should hand in their registration forms not later than 2 p.m.

today.
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7. INCREASE IN THE mE ERSHIP OF THE ejECUTITE BOARD: REPORT ON'TJE ENTRY -

INTO- FORCE OF THE AMEPMENTS TO TH8 CONSTITUTION
AUGMENTATTd1( DU N(sNBRE DES SEMO S PU. CONSEIL EXE UT1F : RAPPORT SUR
L'ENTREE EN VIGUEUR DES AMERNnatENTS A LA CONSTITUTION

The 'PRESr ENT: And now we come to an important item: .Increase in the

membership of the Executive Board: Entry into force of the amendments-- to-the

Constitution - item 3.9 of the agenda. It may be recalled that it has been

decided to consider this matter in= -plenary- session, as reported.in document

A14 /AFL/8. The Secretary -General of the United-Nations -- advised the nirector

General by a letter dated 15 November 1960 that the amendments_to._Articles 24

and 25 of the Constitution - increasing -the 'size of the Executive Board from

eighteen to twenty -four, had entered into force on 25 October 1960 in accordance

with the provisions of Article 73 of the Constitution. The Health Assembly

may wish,.therefore, to formally take note of this and to adopt the following

resolution, which I -shall now read:

The Fourteenth World Health Assembly,

Having taken cognizance of the letter from the Secretary - General
of the United Nations informing the ?!irector- General of the World Health
Organizationofthe entry- into -force on 25 October 1960 of the amendments
to Articles 24 and 25 of the Constitution,

NOTES with satisfaction that henceforward the Executive Board will
consist of twenty- four'persons designated by as many Members.

Any observations? May I take it that the House notes this with pleasure and

accepts the resolution that I have just now read out? The resolution is adopted.
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8. ANNOUNCEMENTS
COMMUNICATIONS

The PRESIDENT: I now wish te draw the attention of the Assembly to Rule 93

of the Rules of Procedure of the-Health Assembly, which reads as follows:

At the commencement of each regular session of the Health
Assembly the President shall request Members desirous of putting
forward suggestions regarding the annual election of those Members
to be entitled to designate a person to serve on the Board to place
their suggestions before the General Committee. Such súgge .7tions

shall reach the Chairman of the General Committee not later than
forty -eight hours after the President has made the announcement in
accordance with this Rule.

For the information. of some of the new Members, I may perhaps take a couple

of minutes to explain the position. Till now the Executive Board consisted

of eighteen Members, of whom one -third woulr] retire by rotation after finishing

three years - six Members would therefore retire. Consequent on the amendment

to the Constitution increasing the number of Members to twenty -four, six

more seats are now available to the countries concerned. The principle to

be adopted is defined in the rule that there should be equitable geographical

distribution. The General Committee will have 'o place before the plenary

Assembly the names of twelve Members and six more. for the plenary Assembly to

consider and to select twelve of these Members. The rule is that the General

Committee should place not.just'the twelve names that are to be elected to, the

.Executive Board, but half of this number in addition, arranging however its

preference for the first. twelve taking note of the equitable geographtoa]. x11.0-
-

tribution.

It is now 12 o'clock; I therefore fix 12 noon on Friday, 10 February as

the date for Members- to-communicate-their r suggestions -to -the Secretary or to the
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Director- General, intimating the countries which they wish to be nominated. It

is only after the countries have been finally nominated by the plenary Assembly

that the names of the ihdividual Members who would_ be designated by the countries

will have to be announbed to the' Director- General. I hope this is quite clear.

I therefore once again repeat that Friday, 10 February is fixed and the

time is 12 noon - fcr suggestions to be sent by any of the delegations as to the

countries which they wish to designate persons on the Executive Board for the

twelve vacancies that will now have to be filled. In conformity with this rule

I have just stated that I am inviting the Members to present their names....

We will now proceed with the other items on the agenda.- Before proceeding, ,

however, I have to announce that the General Committee has decided that the after-

noon meeting, which will commence at 2.30, will ^onclude at 4 30,, and that

honourable Members who have accepted the invitation will kindly have an oppor-

tunity to go to the President's reception which is at .5 o'clock this evening.

9. REPORTS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD ON ITS TWENTY -SIXTH AND TWENTY-SEVENTH SESSIONS
RAPPORTS DU CONSEIL EXÉCUTIF SUR SES VINGT- SIXIEME ET VINGT- SEPTIEME SESSIONS

The PRESIDENT: We will now.take up the.other items on the. agenda.I have

much pleasure. in requesting Pr Penido, Chairman of the: Executive Board, to come

to the rostrum and present his report on the work of the Board..at its last two

sessions.

Dr PENIDO, Chairman of the Executive Board: Mr President, honourable delegates,

it is a very great pleasure for mé to present to the Fourteenth World Health Assembly

the report on the work of the Execútive Board at its twenty -sixth and twenty -seventh
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sessions. Before making a few brief comments on the document before you, I

should like to say, in my own name and in the name of my colleagues on the Board,

how happy we were to be able to have the twenty - seventh session in the capital of

India, a country which plays a vital role in world affairs and which has contributed

so much to the work of WHO, particularly in designating to the Executive Board

several outstanding medical scientists and public health experts.

Turning to the report, I am sure that the Assembly will be impressed, as was

the Board, by the great number and extreme variety of problems WHO had to face in

this past year. They provide, I believe, additional proof for justifying the

existence of WHO, constituting at the same time an eloquent testimony to the

vitality and dynamism which characterize its evolution.

As usual, the Board has devoted much of its time and attention to the examina-

tion of the programme and budget proposed by the Director -General and, as in

preceding years, this task was greatly facilitated by the study made by its

Standing Cornmittee on Administration and Finance, which met during the twenty -sixth

session in November 1960.

One of the salient features of the programme proposed for next year is of course

the world malaria eradication campaign. While the members of the Board were gratified

by the progress already made in this field, as evidenced by the reports of the

regional director,they were also greatly concerned at the financial difficulties

the Organization is having in providing the advisory services which the countries

engaged in malaria eradication so badly need. After a very detailed discussion on

this subject, the Board adopted a resolution recommending to. the Assembly the approval

of the amounts of $ 621 754 and $ 637 347 for 1961 and 1962 respectively in order
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to cover the cost of the administrative and operational services of the malaria

eradication programme whicn the Board considered appropriate to be included

immediately in the regular budgets for the two years. The Board has also con-

sidered the problem from a long -range point of view and is transmitting to the

Assembly the Director-General's report on various possible methods of ensuring

steady financial support for the eradication programme.

The general review of the Organization's activities in the wide field of

communicaile diseases, including malaria, once more underlined the vision of

the Twelfth World Health Assembly in establishing an intensified programme of

medical research to be carried out by WHO in the years to come. Despite some

very substantial achievements in combating parasitic diseases, we cannot indeed

hope to reach a satisfactr)ry stage unless internationally co- ordinated research

makes further important advances on these problems.

Besides research, training and education of health personnel and the

improvement of environmental conditions are the two foundations on which better

health can be built, and the Board fully endorsed the Director -General's proposals

on these two items. We were happy to see that the fellowship programme of the

Organization, undoubtedly one of its most important and most successful activities,

will continue in l96C and will thus be of special benefit to the new Members which

have gained independence during the last year and joined the Organization. We

also welcomed the Organization's continued effort to help countries adapt their

medical curricula to modern conditions, as well as to develop further the exchange

of scientific information 'through seminars and conferences in a great variety of

public health fields.
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I do not have to emphasize here the reasons which guided the Board

in endorsing the plans put before it to improve environmental conditions

in 1962 and in particular to assist in providing a maximum number of

communities with safe and adequate supplies of water. Ire taking-this action,

the Board was inspired by the wish expressed by the Twelfth World Health

Assembly, which considered those measures as essential for the protection

and improvement of health and as indispensable for economic and social

development.

The significance attached by the Board to mental.health is reflected

in the recommendation it is transmitting to the Assembly to devote the

technical-discussions in 1962 to that problem. Indeed, a resolution

passed by-the Board defines the topic of next year's technical discussions

,-Mental health programmes in public health planning ".

One last remark on the programme activities planned. for next year.

The Organization is called upon to have an essential part in the fields

of radiation health, radiation medicine and human genetics. As in other

branches of our work, we shall assist countries in initiating or, where

they already exist, in strengthening national services relating to the use

of radiation and radioactive materials in health work. .4t the same time

WHO will have the responsibility of co- ordinating internationally the

research, efforts which are being made in various countries in this entirely

new domain.

This part of the Organization's work is rather symbolic of the close

relationship WHO has with other organizations within the United Nations

family, as well as with the non- governmental -- organizations. Indeed,
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in radiation health we are working very closely with the United Nations

itself, the IAEA, FAO, UNESCO, ILO, . as well as with the International

Commission on Radiological Protection and the International Commission on

Radiological Units and Measurements, which are both in official relationship

with the Organization.

The members of the Board were unanimous in their appreciation of the

action taken by the Director -General and his staff in meeting the emergency

health needs of the Congo (Léopoldville). The speed and efficiency of the

measures devised for that purpose demonstrated once again the wisdom of the

founders of our Organization in insisting on a highly regionalized and

decentralized structure for WHO. It is clear that without the help of the

Regional. Organization in Africa the energetic initiatives of the Director

General might have been hampered or at least delayed.

In this connexion, I should like to pay tribute to the work of the six

regional committees, whose reports on the discussions they had in 1960 were of

invaluable assistance to the work we accomplished in the two sessions.

As far as the Western Pacific Region is concerned, the Board had pleasure

in extending the appointment of Dr I. C. Fang. as Director for the Region for

a further period of five years from 1 July 1961.

The expert committees continued to play their vita role in WHO and the

Board took note with great satisfaction of a number of reports resulting from

the meetings of these committees. The findings in these reports will add to

the information and knowledge WHO attempts to collect and to distribute on

all aspects of medicine and public health.

Following the wish expressed by the Thirteenth World Health Assembly,
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the Executive Board at its-twenty -sixth session had a detailed discussion

on the possibilities of reducing the length of World Health Assemblies. The

recommendations which resulted from that study are now before this Assembly.

The Assembly will be gratified to learn that the financial arrangements

for the construction of the new Headquarters building are now completed.

Thanks to the generous assistance we have received from the Swiss Confederation

and the Canton and Republic of Geneva, it can now be assured that in due time

the Organization will have its own home, the 'tPalais de la Sant ", if I may use

the beautiful expression of one of my illustrious predecessors, who was a_E o

the distinguished President of the Twelfth World Health Assembly.

A propos of the new building, it is now established that the United,IM11,11

Nations will reimburse the book value of WHO s investment in-the Plais ces

Nations. This means that the 500 000 United States dollars proposed by the

Director- General for use as a.credit to the Headquarters Building Fund in 1962

can be reduced to appro imately x'285.000.

As I mentioned earlier, the Board carefully examined and revieWcd the

programme and budget estimates for .1962 as proposed by the Director- General

in Official Records No.104. As a result of that study, the Board recommended

to the Assembly the approval of the suggested total effective working budget

of 21 576 480 for 1962.

The Assembly will be glad to hear that the financial state of the Organiza-

tion is sound, despite the regrettable fact that the contributions of a few

countries are still outstanding.

This is the last time the Assembly will receive a report from an

eighteen- member Board. Indeed, the amendments to the relative articles of
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the Constitution having entered into force on 25 October 1960, the membership

of the next Board will be increased to twenty -fgur. It is most fortunate

that this change in the Constitution was so speedily effected, since the larger

Board will be able to represent more adequately the Assembly, whose membership

has also considerably increased in the recent past.

This, Mr President, concludes my introduction to the reports of the

Executive Board on its twenty -sixth and twenty- seventh sessions, which. are

submitted to the Assembly with the hope that they will in some degree facilitate

its task which, I am sure, will mark an important step in the evolution of our

Organization.

10. REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR- GENERAL ON THE WORK OF WHO IN 1960
RAPPORT DU DIRECTEUR GENERAL SUR L1ACTIVITE DE DONS EN 1960

The PRESIDENT: I now request the Director -General, Dr Candau, to present

his report on the work of the World Health Organization in °the yea.r..1960.

The DIRECTOR -GENERAL: Before dealing with the item on the agenda,

Mr President, may I take this opportunity to convey. to the Government of India

the sincere thanks of the Organization for the excellent arrangements that have

been made to ensure the success of the Fourteenth World Health Assembly. We

have always valued Indiats long and continuing interest in WHO, and are indeed

grateful for this further manifestation of that interest.

I have the honour to present to you, Mr President and honourable delegates,

my report on the workd carried out by the World Health Organization last year,

which can be foúnd in Official Records No. 105.
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Once again, a study of 'the - annual report on the activities of the World

Health Organization provides the Assembly with the opportunity of assessing

the state of the Organization and of appraising the soundness of the major

programmes it has been carrying out in the various fields of international

public health. As in previous years, I should like, Mr President, to avail

myself of the time given to me for the presentation of the 1960 report to

comment briefly on a few problems which in my opinion are of special importance

for the evolution of the tasks assigned to WH0 by the people of the world,

-represented here today in this august gathering.

An outs-banding development..last year was without doubt the challenge

presented to the international -comrruni.ty` by the,,,politire,l,..

cr'.isis-wh .ch-developed 'in the Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville) immediate

after that country had gained its independence ---ia July 1960. I have reported

to the twenty -sixth and twenty-seventh-sessions of the Executive Board the

details of WHOfs- with the health situation in the Congo. This

Assembly Will also be considering those same reports under another item of its

agenda. Í feel, however, that it is important to-emphasize here the two

-- - tresr- .chdharacterized our intervention in that country. The first is

that WHO acted - and" acted speedily .- at the request of thee- Secretar7- Ge4eral..

of the United Nations, who was himself carrying out a resolution of the

Security -Council.,requesting the assistance-of ail specialize&.agencies for the

Republic of the Congo (Leopoldville). The relatively high priority given to

health work as an important factor in the restoration of order and for the

general -development of the Republic only confirms the fundamental. concept of

close relationship between a .t and-the --s c factors-which has

p.lways- - ,and-- to which I- shall come back, a -L'
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The second essential feature of our action in the Congo was that for the.

first.timewe had to combine emergency measures, to satisfy immediate needs,

with long-term programmes to maintain and to develop the basic health services.

The Assembly might be pleased to learn about further progress made under both

counts. WHO has'already provided the country with a large team of advisers

who are working both in- Leopoldville and in the provinces. Now, at the request

of the.Government of the Congo, we are in the process of recruiting one hundred

and thirty health workers of all categories needed to fill key positions

the medical -surgical centres of the Repùblic. The task of assisting the

country in the education and - training of its own health personnel has also

begun well.- There are now sixty -one assistants médi.caux studying in various

universities of France to complete their full medical training, while seven

young students from the Congo have commenced their studies in France and in

Switzerland. Finally, at a request made by the Rector of the University of

Lovanium through the Government of the Republic, WHO is now recruiting a number

of professors in order to complete the teaching staff of the medical school

and of the school of nursing. I ám súre that the î.ssembly will be gratified to

know that WHO has been able to carry out its work in this troubled country

without any serious difficulty.

There is no important new information which can be added to that part of

the report which deals with our malaria eradication programme. I wish only

to repeat here that all the prerequisites for 'the success of this gigantic

undertaking exist, and I am: thinking primarily of the technical and administrative

in
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skill needed to organize the campaigns and of the goodwill and' co- operation that

practically all the countries concerned are bringing to the world -wide effcst

launched by WHO. I sincerely hopo that this Assembly will find a lasting

solution to the financial difficulties which impede the execution of the

programme and which might soon jeopardize the results already achieved.

Recently we have had an indication of additional, and until now unexpected,

benefits which may come from a successful, all -out war on malaria. I refer to

the o'nyong nuong fever, a virus disease carried by Anopheles funestus and

Anopheles gambiae, which broke out in East Africa in 1959, and which has

already affected about seven hundred and fifty thousand people. Thus, for the

first time, Anopheles mosquitos have been incriminated as vectors in a virus

epidemic. It can be said, therefore, that the attack directed against the

vector cf one disease should also significantly reduce the transmission of the

other. Incidentally, the study of e'nyong nuong fever in East Africa provides

one of the best examples of a highly successful combined operation in which

virologists, entomologists, medical officers and epidemiologists are contributing

to the never - ending investigation of the relationship of man to his biological

and physical environment.

This brings me to Lnother important feature of the activities described

in the 1960 annual report, namely the continued emphasis given to research.

Despite certain financial difficulties, the intensified programme of medical

research was launched last -year, with highest priority being given to the

communicable diseases, particularly those prevalent in the tropics. One of the

facts which augur well for the future of work in this field is that scientists
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and field workers are increasingly adopting the ecological approach to the study

of insect -borne diseases. Indeed, we know now that many costly failures could

have been avoided in the past if the control, of certain diseases had been

based on sounder ecological principles. It is, therefore, most fortunate that

the ecological concept of communicable disease is now being expanded beyond.the

phenomena of transmission to take into account the climate, geology and the whole

etivature And-behaviour. of animals and man and their interrelationship.

Furthermore, a change in man's. environment affecting his agricultural and industrial

activities often results in a.c:.mnge in;the very pattern of a disease. A com-

prehensive study of any communicable.- disease must consider all these factors in
-

order to establish practical measures ensuring adequate control and eventually

----ocmplzte elimination-of that disease.

At the same time, efforts 'are being made, through research, to improve the

tools that are available for the investigation of the .disease- carrying "rtk1n- .p.Lr 

- Among these tools, radioisotopes have a special value because they are relatively

easy to apply and tó detect, they do not interfere with the normal behaviour of

the insect, and they are extraordinarily sensitive. The use of isotopes is,

therefore,. no longer limited to the dispersal and feeding habits of the disease-

bearing arthropods; it is extended today to the study of the mechanism of

transmission and to that of insect physiology. With these methods of investigation_

it is to be hoped that w . shall be. able to solve the biochemical puzzle of

resistance of insects to insecticides.

Meanwhile, another part of the international research programme stimulated

and co-ordinated by WHO aims-at-co-operating with the chemical industry to find
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new compounds which coule be successfully applied to problems of public health.

We have now a five -stage programme involving six laboratories in different parts

of -the. world and a r. search team established in Lagos, Nigeria. This programme

is destined totest as many as three hundred compounds a year, and at present

more than a hundred and twenty are being examined. Already a number of promising

new chemical groupings have emerged from this undertaking, and we are about to

use them in 'c arefuilÿ" controlled 'fief ' trials on' the. vectors of trypanosómiasis,

typhus fever, onchocerciesis, filariasis, Chagas disease and plague. In carrying

out this progrmlme we arc, of course, highly concerned with the tox:i city: of

pesticides to man, since it would be quite unthinkable for WHO to recommend the

use of any material which had not been judged as absolutely safe.

Research has achieved the isolation of the causative agent of trachoma, a.

virus related to the psittacosis /lymphogranuloma group. Since mid -1957, at

least seventeen groups of workers from five continents have reported the isolation

and passage throth serial cultures of the trachoma virus. Since the infective

agent is now available in pure form and in large quantities, we can expect new

achievements in the research and the control of this disease which, it must not

be forgotten, still renders many millions hardly one degree butter than blind.

The increased progress in research in the field of poliomyelitis justifies

our optimism concerning the eventual outcome of the fight against this disease.

Indeed, inactivated and attenuated vaccines have brought control within our grasp,

and our thoughts are now turning towards'its eventual elimination. In less than

ten years from the br ,.ckthrougl^ by Dr Enders, inactivated and live vaccines
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have been developed and have been used for the vaccination of millions. The

Second International Conference on Live Poliovirus Vaccines and the WHO Expert

Committee which met in Washington in the middle of last year emphasized the

role WHO played in this speedy development by-collecting and disseminating

information and by bringing together groups to discuss problems and to provide

guidance to health authorities.

However, the success so far achieved has not lessened the need for further

research. On the contrary, it would be true to say that the development of

live vaccines has increased it Many problems remain to be solved in laboratories

and in the field. For instance, it is imperative to obtain and disseminate com-

parative information on the behaviour of the virus and the evolution of the

disease both in the countries using mainly inactivated vaccines and in those

employing only the live -virus vaccines.

If I have taken the $ssenblyts time to give some examples of the achievement

in 1960 in the wide field of research, and .of the avenues which it opens for our

work in the years to come; it is because I firmly believe that the success of

most of our major campaigns now depends to a great extent on an internationally

concerted effort better to understand -the causes of disease and the foundations

of positive health. Nineteen -sixty was marked by spectacular progress in mankindis

greatest inquiry into the mysteries of matter, of the earth, of the universe and

of life itself. The massive advance in many fields of science is exemplified

by the synthesis of chlorophyll and the discovery of early steps in photosynthesis.

The amountof research, time and energy needed to obtain these results, as well

as many others in medicine and in the disciplines related to it, is infinitesimal,

and yet these medical and scientific advances. are probably the most important in
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the world today when we think of the future of man on earth.

Moro countries achieved independence in 1960 than during any one year in

the past. In Africa alone seventeen nations have become masters of their own

destinies and are taking their places in the or` as ized international community.

As a result, the membership of WHO has now increased to one hundred and six,

with one hundred and four full Members and two Associate Members. The

universality which has always been one of. our fundamental aims is now within

reach, and I sincerely hope that those who are still missing from our ranks will

soon join us in the quest we are undertaking for better health and greater

well -being for all.

Mr President: may I say here how disappointed I am that the three remaining

inactive Members have not yet taken advantage of the conditions laid down by the

Ninth World Health Assembly to resume active participation in the work of the

organization.

Contemporary events on the African continent should open our eyes to the

opportunities which lie before the international community in assisting the

newly independent countries in their economic and social development, which alone

can give them full political independence and enable them to play a constructive

role in shaping the future of the world. Only recently we have heard the

leaders of the great nations pledge their financial and intellectual resources

to fill the gap which now separates the few wealthy lands from the many poor.

This indeed is the main challenge of our time.

It is, I believe, the privilege and the duty of this Assembly to emphasize

the indissoluble relationship which exists between health on the one hand and
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economic and social development on the other. No continent is better able

than the one we are meeting in today to provide evidence that persistent ill

health and debility can prevent entire communities from exploiting the often

quite important potential resources -of their lands. Indeed, the country which

is playing host to this Assembly is better placed than most to testify to the

ravages of malaria, which weakens the productive work of millions of her

citizens and lowers considerably the standards of living of the whole

community. And what about bilharziasis, which saps the energy of almost the

entire rural population of the Middle East and diminishes the working capacity

of millions in Africa, in large parts cf South America, and on the Asian

continent? Can we forget that in a large part of the world, including even

some of the more developed countries where morbidity is relatively low,

enteric diseases affect not only children but millions of adults and are

thus an important source of economic loss? Is there any hope of improving

the material conditions of seventy -five per cent. of the people of the world

if they have to live dangerously every day of their lives, drinking unsafe

water, surrounded by polluted refuse, and exposed to vermin?

If I re- emphasize, Mr President, the essential role health plays in the

general development of any country, it is in no way because I underestimate

the value of other socio- economic factors, and in particular the need to bring

the greatest possible assistance to the agricultural and industrial development

of the under-privileged. areas of the. world. Quite the contrary. The very

definition of health which has guided our work in the last fourteen years

recognizes the fact that health cannot be improved in an economic and social
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vacuum. We in WHO believe, theref cre, that the tragic and all too familiar

cycle of ill health leading to poverty and poverty causing ill health must

be broken'through the concurrent and concerted action of all branches of

science and technology. Only then can'we be sure that our Organization may

make its modest but essential contribution to the groat undertaking launched

in our time to eliminate poverty, disease and ignorance from the face of the

earth, so that the people of all races and of all nations can build the healthy,

prosperous and peaceful international society Which is still the cherished

dream of all of us.

The PRESIDERT: Thank you, Mr Director -General.

Before closing this session I have once again to request honourable

Members who wish to participate in the discussions on the report of the

Executive Board as presented, and on the Report of the Director -General,

to hand their names to the Secretary.,

May I make a personal appeal, an appeal which has been also commended

by the Organization that to save the time of the ,Lssembly Members are

requested as far as possible to make their statements or speeches as short

as possible.

The House will now ac'.journ and meet at. 2.30 p.m.

The meeting rose at 12.35 p.m.
La séance est levée á 12 h.35


